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EDITORIAL
As per usual, we welcome your
feedback, your positive review of
our publication, which is a great
motivation to collect and gather all
digital evolution and trends, share
best practices in an ever-changing
environment.

with the club, sponsors want to be
part of digital activities to be visible.
Status Updates, Pictures and Videos
are prepared and distributed. It
would be tremendously wrong to
value the digital channels simply as
news feeds. They are far more…

Why is it ever changing?

Define the (digital) vision, choose the
channels which enable this vision,
set milestones for these channels
and constantly reflect, monitor and
analyse the progress.

Key
players
are
always
adding
functionalities
and
innovations to their platforms.

Editorial May 2016
Welcome to the May edition of the
Digital Sports Media magazine. As
always, we are excited to feature a
great variety of content including
for the first time ever, a Rugby
expert! We learn about the digital
experiences the Irish Rugby Football
Union (IRFU) offer to their fan base.
In addition to that, we also spoke
to the German Touring Car Motor
Racing Series (DTM) and share
their digital approach while Richard
Clarke continues his in-depth series
on Formula 1 and Formula E – as
he identifies a completely different
approach within the Sport.
We continue a ground breaking
month with another premier – a
new and innovative technology
solution, Sportacam. This is a new
social network where users only
communicate and participate with
video clips. We spoke to Tomi
Kaukinen, Founder & CEO to get his
insight into the platform and how it
will change the way we interact.

Facebook, for example, continues to
be a market leader. They have recently
provided sports organizations with
an iFrame to allow fans to support
their favourite team. Their new
initiatives continue with Facebook
Live, a live streaming functionality
and Facebook stadium, a centralized
content
centre,
bringing
all
information, news and updates on a
match in a single location.

Don’t trust external

New platforms appear on a constant
and
regular
basis,
attracting
sports organizations to adopt and
use inside the club media mix.
Technology providers, offering better
and improved fan engagement or a
better return or investment, develop
new applications on a constant
basis. And these solutions are being
introduced and presented very often
directly into the sports industry, as
it (apparently) presents the highest
relevance. There is a lot to manage
besides the day-to-day operations
for a club media administrator.

But what happens if their business
model suddenly changes? What
happens if you are asked to pay
money for your profile to reach
your fans, because a platform needs
to generate revenue… Facebook,
Twitter and others ‘allow’ you to
reach and engage with your fans!
But they also follow a strategic
objective…

Define a vision, set milestones and
follow the overall objective
Therefore it is essential to align the
digital strategy into the overall goal
and vision of the sports organization.
Digital is the centralized block, where
everything connects!
Fans want to engage and interact

With the digital objective defined,
channels identified and in use, an
ever growing fan base and more
and more revenues generated in
this area, all seems to be going well.
Maybe? Very often I hear Facebook
is our main channel to engage and
interact with the fans, twitter is our
life channel and so on…

It is my goal to make you consider
all possibilities and variable options
– digital is ever-changing. I urge you
to consider any means to ensure
you ‘gather’, ‘collect’ and ‘analyse’
relevant data on YOUR digital
community.
With this thought I let you and hope
you enjoy the magazine. We very
much look forward to your feedback.
Kind regards,
Mario Leo
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SPORTACAM

NEW WAY OF ENGAGING
Digital Sports Media talked to Tomi
Kaukinen, founder and CEO of
Sportacam, about the new social
network, that allows the user to
communicate with each other in
form of short video sequences.
Good Day Tomi. We follow the
evolution of social platforms and
during recent months a number
of clubs in Spain adapting to
Sportacam. Can you introduce
Sportacam to us?
Sportacam is the world’s first
SOCIAL media. Why? Because
in Sportacam you actually talk
face to face with your friends via
5-sec short videos which we call
camments (comments with camera).
This leads to an extremely positive
and funny way of communicating.
We don’t have text comments at all
and users can´t hide behind avatars
or write text comments. You have fun
talking with your own face.
We call it the mobile sports bar cause
this is how it feels like. We focus on
providing a platform to discuss and
have fun about sports and our users
are our guests who come in to have
fun.
Where and when has it been
developed?
Sportacam was created by founders
Aleksi Laakkonen and me in Finland
in the end of 2014. Both founders
have had long careers in business
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PIC. Sportacam is available on diverse devices

and marketing and they wanted to
create a positive social media in the
sports sector. Twitter and Facebook is
currently flooding with negativity and
hateful comments and Sportacam
wants to change that.

this the basic principle for Sportacam?

First and foremost it’s about the
positivity. Video brings so many more
layers to communication that text
does not and it is also much more
difficult to say negative things with
As seed investors we quickly got some you own face with video. We believe
of the best business angels in Finland, that video brings more fun into
the Finnish Government Agency for commentaries about sports.
Technology and Innovation and the
absolutely biggest sports stars of all Is Spain an initial market or will be/ is
time in Finland – ex-Barcelona player Sportacam available globally?
Jari Litmanen, NBA-draft Petteri
Koponen, ex-Tennis star Jarkko Sportacam is available globally but we
Nieminen and six time Olympian and put all focus on Spain at the moment.
hockey hall of famer Teemu Selänne. It’s a market where sports fans are
extremely passionate. For this year
The app was released 11th May 2015 our aim is to reach our first million
and in end of August 2015 in Spain. users and after that we will see which
market we will target.
Video is a key in digital media. Was/ is For now, anyway, Spain is the main

SPORTACAM

target of our actions.
What is the unique value proposition
of the App?
Camments
–
comments
with
camera. It’s a totally new way of
communicating that engages users,
brands and sponsors to do innovative
things that can’t be done anywhere
else.
This leads to actual talking and
communicating with users with their
own face. And this, in turn, leads to
some pretty cool things. Since you
see who you talk to you can easily
see if it’s a nice person, so our users
who meet in the app go to games
together, out drinking and some users
in Spain have arranged a futbol sala
tournament. Our users call themselves
Sportacamers and they are becoming
friends outside of the app too. I think
that is a really fantastic thing for a
social media.
Are you satisfied with the adoption ,
download numbers and usage?
In the last quarter alone we had
almost 100 000 uploaded camments.
As a reference we can mention
Twitter who at its second YEAR
reached 400 000 tweets per quarter.
However, uploading text is a much
lighter action than a video. And we
reached this in our third quarter.
After our first 6 months in Spain we
had three times the amount of opened
accounts than Twitter at the same point.
Also, we had 15 official team
accounts from some of the biggest
sports teams (Villarreal etc.) and
huge media Marca as partner.
We have had media coverage in
Spain with a reach of 93,7 million in

PIC. Camments - video comments in the app

audience with articles in the biggest
newspapers in the last quarter.

How is the Apps handling from a user
perspective?

Yes of course. Sportacam is not only
a social media app, that we want
to make very clear. We are more
in business of brand building and
actually building a lifestyle brand.
We have surrounding products for
the brand such as beer coolers, caps,
Snapbacks which are users proudly
walk around with.

We believe in extreme simplicity and
focus on doing one thing well, in this
case camments. There is not much
more you can do in the app than
make a post or make a camment. So
the app is very simple and easy to use.

In the future we aim to have Sportacam
real bars, organized flights to top
games, merchandise and everything
that enhances your experience of
using Sportacam. So, the app is just
one part of the whole thing.

What is the feedback of users?

Can you name some clubs who have
introduced the solution already in
their digital portfolio?

The product is mega-addictive and
our users use the app several minutes
per session.

Our users are extremely loyal and all
of them feel relieved that we have
created a social media where there is
no whining, complaining, no politics
and where you can just come to have
fun and forget about your troubles.
The atmosphere is really positive. And
I think the usage data shows that they
are really happy with the app.
Do you funnel this user feedback back
into further evolution of Sportacam?

Malaga, Movistar Inter, Estudiantes,
Gran Canaria Baloncesto, CD Leganes
to name a few.
Do you support the sports teams
during the adoption phase of
Sportacam?
Taking Sportacam into use is super
simple and takes a simple log in. During
the fall of 2015 we have worked with
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SPORTACAM

What is the brand/ sponsor benefit?
At this point in time in our growth
stage the brands and sponsors who
come in first will be able to be first
to do engaging content and viral
campaigns.

PIC. Tomi Kaukinen, founder and CEO of
Sportacam

almost 15 clubs and have learned
what clubs want and need; so our
system have, for example, automated
the results from previous games,
show them the upcoming games,
suggests them posts that have high
engagement that other clubs have
tried etc. And this all happens with
one tap.

For brands and sponsor I would say
the main benefit is positivity and the
possibility to make their consumers
become their brand ambassadors. If
you create a post in Sportacam under
which you have 1 000 people with a
positive message about your brand,
that is very powerful and that can be
used in other social medias.

Can you share with us the evolution in
the coming weeks and the remainder
of the year 2016?
On the 23rd May we will be in Madrid
to receive a prize from Actualidad
Economica for having 100 best ideas.
That is something that also shows we
are doing something right.

So, all content that you generate
through Sportacam can be shared
to other social medias too of course.
This is not the case in other social
medias because once you make the
post, that’s it.

After that we have a massive really
cool job campaign coming up called
Sportajob. Keep your eyes open for
that. We are looking for people in
Spain whose job will be to talk about
sports and have fun during the Euro
2016 and the best sports fans will win
tickets to the Euro finals in Paris. So
everyone can be a sports reporter in
Sportacam.

In Sportacam you make the post,
then you receive the funny camments

Dear Tomi, many thanks for taking
the time for this expert talk!

So yes, we help them with adoption
but our system is so easy you can get
started in a minute.
How can sports organizations
benefit? Is sponsorship integration
easily done?
Sports organizations can benefit on
many levels. They can do campaigns
that they can’t do in other social
medias, they can directly communicate
with their fans face to face and make
them feel part of the clubs.
We customize sponsorship integration
on a case by case basis and our
system is more or less extremely
customisable. So, I would say its very
easy.
PIC. Sportacam social statistics
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and once you have those reactions
from users, you share it again with
all commentary added. So content in
Sportacam is recyclable.

IRISH RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION

VOICE OF OPPORTUNITY
„Digital Sports Media“ invited Barry
Cunningham, Digital Marketing and
Customer Relationship Manager of
the Irish Rugby Football Union, to an
expert talk.
Good Day Mr. Cunningham. We are
very happy and excited to feature
the Irish Rugby Football Union in our
magazine. The IRFU does focus quite
strongly on digital. Can you share
with our readers why?
Digital plays a key role for us in
helping us to interact with supporters,
achieve commercial targets and use
the popularity of the Ireland teams to
grow the game at grassroots. We aim
to turn main eventers into fans, fans
into supporters and supporters into
stakeholders and digital is a vital part
of that journey.
You
coordinate
digital
media
communications for the club. Could
you describe a (regular) workday?
The day varies depending on whether
we are playing a match or not.
Match day would start with some
pre-planned posts across Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
Our website is also a key part of match
day and it changes to a second screen
platform a few hours before kick off.
This includes video, live updates, live
stats and social channel integration.
Since we did this our site traffic has
improved dramatically.
After that there is content to be
gathered – a mix of video and photos
from key pre-match moments such

PIC. FACEBOOK PROFILE OF THE IRISH RUGBY UNION

as team arrival, dressing room sweep
etc.
During the match we tend not to
flood timelines with updates and
concentrate of key moments - a
record score, half time etc.
Post Match there are interviews to be
done, press conference to cover and
we aim to have as much of our video
content from the day live within an
hour of the final whistle.
How large is the digital unit
at the IRFU and how do you
coordinate internally activities across
departments (e.g. with ticketing,
marketing, press department, etc. to
meet their department needs in fan
communication?

Relatively small. We would have 2 or
3 main contributors to Twitter and
Facebook.
We work with the various teams
and departments to create a voice
or window of opportunity for them
at different stages of the season.
Planning is crucial for this so we ensure
maximum audience for initiatives such
as Nutrition Videos or ticket sales.
Facebook is dominating at most
sports organisations around the
world. When did you launch your
profile? Were goals & objectives set
before entering Facebook and have
they been reached?
We were late coming to Facebook and
embraced Twitter first. We started on
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IRISH RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION
How do you keep up with the ongoing evolution of platforms? Now
there is a hype on initially Meerkat,
then Periscope and now SnapChat?
Is there a process in place to review
and consider new platforms, plus
subsequently adopt them, if they are
evaluated positive?
We have used periscope and we are
looking at the value of Snapchat.
We would tend to wait and see how
effective a platform is. With limited
resources we have to ensure we
maximise the content we have and
don’t just create it because it looks
nice.
Pic. Barry Cunningham, Digital Marketing
and Customer Relationship Manager of
the Irish Rugby Football Union

Facebook in 2012. We worked with
Facebook to ensure that we were
seen as the official page and that
helped us to grow the page.
Our main objective was to establish
our page as the go to page for Irish
Rugby and with over half a million
followers we have done that.
Which other channels/ platforms are
implemented at the IRFU to interact
with the fan base (e.g. Google+,
Twitter, YouTube, etc.)?
Twitter, Instagram and Youtube
Do you offer specific content for each
individual channel, or do you use
cross-posting across platforms?
We try and create specific content
when appropriate and we tend not
to cross share e.g. posting to Twitter
from Instagram.
We tailor our video content
depending on the platform – shorter
for Facebook, native for Instagram
etc.
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Content and engagement have to
have an end result whether that be
a direct commercial transaction or
increasing awareness about grassroots
initiatives.
Do you see a platform ‘overflow’
– too many club offerings – which
potentially will irritate the fan base?
Yes. Social channels are just that
channels to the audience. You don’t
need to be on every channel to
achieve results. You don’t advertise in
every paper – you pick the channels
that suit your target audiences and
you maximise your output there.
Have you implemented any internal
Digital Media Guidelines (e.g. for
players, staff, etc.) at the club?
Yes. Players are very aware of the
pitfalls of social media and we have
worked closely with them. We have
guidelines for staff as well. The one
thing I hate to see in a Twitter bio is
‘all opinions are my own’ when that
person is strongly associated with a
brand or in particular a media outlet.
Did the growth on Social Media
channels impact the traffic (visits,

page impressions) on the website? If
yes, how?
Initially yes. We saw an impact on our
members’ forum and we recognise
that that conversation is happening
on Facebook more. That said there are
still a hard core who login every day
to chat and they are very important
to us. We try to drive as much traffic
as possible to our website because it
is the one platform we control totally.
But we understand that you have to
be part of the conversation on social
channels.
Players are often a key factor for
fans towards their engagement and
interaction. Are you able to approach
the players directly to coordinate
content or do you have to go through
a dedicated process?
Our players are fairly autonomous
with their social channels. We work
with them but we don’t try and turn
them into brand mouthpieces. People
follow them because of who they are
and what they achieve and their voice
has to be authentic online.
Besides the players as brand
ambassadors of the federation, the
content is a key for interactions and
engagement. Do you create the
content in-house or is there a process
in place to receive content?
We create 90% of our own content
– from news to video to social. The
other 10% would come from working
with our family of sponsors on rugby
related content and posts.
It is very important that we have an
authentic and consistent tone of voice
across our channels – albeit that tone
may vary from platform to platform.
Which Content works best for the
online community of the IRFU?
Video and photos. We work with

IRISH RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION
a video company called Videos On
The Net and our phot agency Inpho.
They deliver top class content that
allows us to achieve the reach and
engagement that we do.
Social Media channels have grown so
significantly in terms of followership.
Does this attract existing and also new
sponsorships? If yes, do you execute
specific campaigns or marketing/
sponsor activities throughout the
season?
We do work with our sponsors and
we have found that the demand
is
increasingly
around
social
engagement. We try to co-promote
or post sponsor content natively to
our platforms – we find they achieve
higher interaction levels than just
sharing a sponsor post.
Digital is not only the growth of social
platforms, but also the evolution of
smartphones. Did you experience
this adoption/ evolution within your
fan base for Mobile and Social Media
(i.e. Check-Ins, etc.) and how did this
change your offering (ie. any special
content or contests)?

providing audio content for the media
when we are on tour.

Over 60% of our web traffic is now
mobile first. We just have to be agile
in how we react to that and overcome
some of the challenges that poses
e.g. Purchase conversion rates can be
lower on mobile than on desktop.

It seems the fans cannot get enough
from the direct relationship with the
club. What will be the next “big”
thing on Digital Media? Second
Screen, SMART-TV Apps or do you
think new platforms will appear?

Audio had been a little neglected in
the past, but now we see great desire
from Fans at soccer and other sports
organizations, like Arsenal, Cologne,
where they achieve huge follower
numbers on SoundClound. Will Audio
revive or do you see this differently?
We used to have a podcast but moved
to video. We would look at audio
again and in particular sound cloud
may offer us benefits – not least in

PIC. Instagram profile of the Union

Second Screen has been good for
us. It has made match day one of
the busiest on our website. I think
Virtual Reality is making strides and
it will be interesting to see that.
The big conundrum is always – the
TV rights holder wants the fan at
home to experience the match as if
they were there while the fan in the
stadium wants all the benefits of the
TV camera angles.

Whatever the next big thing is it will
be something simple. That’s what
made Twitter surge ahead for live TV
– it’s so simple.
Can you share with us your digital
media approach in the coming weeks
and the remainder of the year 2016?
We will be focusing on the summer
tour to South Africa and the Women’s
Sevens Olympic Qualifier in June as
well as the Ireland U20s at the Junior
World Championship. After that we’ll
regroup in July and get ready for next
season and the All Blacks!
Dear Barry, many thanks for taking
the time for this expert talk!!!
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DTM

DIGITAL ACTION
„Digitale Sports Media“ talked to
Roland Hoermann, New Media DTM,
about the digital strategy of the
German Touring Car Championship.
Hello Mr. Hoermann, we really
appreciate you accepting our expert
talk invitation and we look forward
to your introduction into the digital
world of the German Touring Car
Championship, DTM! Digital Media is
an important part of any sport today.
Which social platforms are offered in
the communication and marketing
mix of DTM?
That’s right, digital media has become
a very important part within the
sports environment and we follow
or better, make very intensive use of
this evolution. Our homepage is the
central hub in our communication
with our fans, but we of course offer
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and
YouTube, where we place several
postings every single day. Besides that,
we are of course testing and adopting
new platforms, like SnapChat and
Periscope.
You
count
almost
450.000
Fans on Facebook. How did the
communication on this social media
network evolve throughout the years?
Initially we posted on this platform
only URL-links towards our homepage
and mainly did focus on classical press
topics. Two years ago we adapted
our language on Facebook towards
our young(er) fans and followers and
immediately registered a tremendous
success with this approach! For the
last season, our focus did shift to
more video content, again, with
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Pic. DTM follows closely the digital trends

great results. Our aim and plan for
this racing season is to offer a lot of
live streaming for our fans, deliver
the audience exciting background
insights and stories, especially during
the race weekends.
Some sports organizations use
Facebook as traffic generator for
their homepage – which goals and
objectives do you follow?
We did start with this approach as
well. But our goal and ambition
changed. We used to link the users
towards DTM.com, but today we
aim to inform our fans on current
activities, insights and news on
platforms, which they are using. We
try to do this with emotions and our
spectacular sport.
You have round about 22.500
follower on Twitter. How important is
this social platform for you?
Honestly, I think Germany or the
online users in Germany do still have a

Twitter “problem”. Just few users are
actively participating in discussions
on Twitter. But internationally the
situation is completely different and
because of that, we simply place all
our tweets just in English. In general
our aim will be to continue to try to
and make Twitter interesting as well
for the German follower base and
fans of motor sports, but Facebook is
still the number one platform.
Your Instagram profile has about
34.000 follower. How happy are
you with this numbers and the
development on this social network?
Our Instagram channel has developed
during the past 1 ½ years tremendously
– especially when you do a platform
to platform comparison with Twitter.
The emotional appeal to our fans is
easy ‘transported’ through pictures
and videos. On Instagram we reach a
lot of interest, attract new followers,
simply by their own interest in cars.
Video must surely be very important

DTM
for DTM. Have you ever considered
or planned to do Live streaming
on platforms, such as Periscope or
Facebook Live? What experiences did
you gather?
During the 2015 season, we already
completed fifteen different livestreaming sessions. All around
qualifying and the main races across
the weekend. For this, we did
cooperate with YouTube last year and
got excellent feedback from our fans.
For this season, we want to stream
different live ‘shows’ or live events,
with even more interactive features.
To enable this, we decided to offer this
through Facebook and will introduce
this to our fans very soon.
SnapChat is growing popular in
Germany and many other countries/
regions across the globe at the
moment. Overall, because of its
attraction within the young audience
segment. Do you think, SnapChat can
be useful for DTM as well? How do
you and the DTM consider the new
trends or platform hypes in digital
media?
We did start to experiment with
SnapChat for the first time ever
during the racing weekend in
Hockenheim, which was May 6th
-8th.. Initial feedback from fans and
followers was positive; our experience
on content was great too. In principal
we follow any new developments
in digital media and test relevant
platforms, which could be useful for
DTM. You constantly need to adopt
and verify your digital strategy and
sometimes even cancel a platform, if it
does not provide value to your digital
communication and marketing mix.
Google+ has been such a network us
– growth was small, the interactions
from the community were very low
too, so we concluded to delete our
profile on this social platform.

Can you share with us, how many
people are within the digital
department at DTM? And how
the overall cooperation with other
departments looks like?
ITR is overall responsible for the DTM
and I am actually working on my own
in the area of “New Media”. My task is
to coordinate multiple agencies across
the topics Website, Live-Streaming,
Social Media, DTM.tv and a few other
topics. Department cooperation and
coordination, for example with press,
marketing or other departments is
always happening and without any
restrictions.
Did you experience any negative
aspects of digital media?
No, up to this moment in time, we
have only positive experiences with
digital media. We are absolutely
certain, communication, interaction
and a strong fan base on social media
will be of growing importance for our
sport.

achieve our goal for growth within
the target audience.
Which content works best within the
DTM community?
Most of all any spectacular action
from the races, but also cool picture
from behind the scenes of DTM are of
highest interest!
What, in your opinion, will be the next
‘big thing’ in the digital world?
Personally I think virtual reality
could bring some new ‘ideas’ and
innovations into the digital world.
Somebody who tried already such
glasses knows, how good the
experience can be and especially, how
exciting such an experience is. That
would be very interesting for us, for
example how a driver perspective is
live from within the race car and sit
and experience round for round of
the race.
Thank you, Mr. Hoermann for such
insightful interview!

Can you share with our readers your
posting strategy? Do you ‘inform’
your fans regularly or focus on
interaction? Is your objective to grow
the digital community or do you
review and consider on other factors,
like feedback, comments and overall
interactions?
We have established and follow an
editorial plan, which consist of key
topics of relevance to the target
audience, but also with the necessary
flexibility for actual or sudden events.
This way, we remain on top of the
communication across our different
digital offering. The overall growth of
our fan community is very important
to us, but the reach of our posts and
a high interaction of the community
with these pasts are very crucial to

Pic. Roland Hörmann, New Media DTM
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RICHARD CLARKE

OIL SLICK OR OIL
TANKER
WHO HAS THE MOST ENGAGING
FORMULA IN MOTOR SPORT?
You’d call it a battle but, by
definition, that means both sides
are properly competing.
So let’s just say there is a social
media ‘thing’ going on in motor
sport right now.
A new up-and-comer scratching
away at the old order using digital
to excite the millennial masses.
There is a similar story between
boxing and MMA (most notably
UFC) but at least the traditional
pugilists are prepared to lace up
their gloves for the social media
scrap.
This tale of change (oh, OK,
“disruption” if you must) is about
the petrol-heads and their more
eco-friendly rivals.
“It is a familiar story of a new
pretender using digital/social to
muscle their way into a sporting
market while the incumbent takes
the oil tanker route to similar
innovation arguing that TV partners
must be protected.”
At the end of April, the digital team
at Formula E, motor racing with
electric-only cars, had a good week.
Within a couple of days they picked
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PIC: Romain Grosjean was asked to take down behind the scenes Facebook Live
content

up prestigious industry awards for
Best Mobile Video Experience and
Cutting Edge Sport. Of course these
subjective gongs can be meaningless
but, broadly speaking, they indicate
solid work.*
The timing was pertinent as their
awards came just two days after
Ferrari president Sergio Marchionne
had criticized F1 for failing to fully
embrace social media.
„We need to change the way in
which we relate to the fans, to
the way in which the actual races
become accessible to everybody,”
he told Autosport.
„The digital side of this business, to
be honest, is not what I would call
the most evolved. There are things

that need to be done, everybody
is aware of them, and we are all
pushing to get them done.”
F1 is reputed to be the most watched
sports series in the world and, from
this semi-interested spectators’
perspective, is the pinnacle of motor
sport.
Its success has been masterminded
by the business acumen of Bernie
Ecclestone and, crucially, his TV
deals.
Recently the key has been exclusivity.
And the protection of TV rights has
meant, for example, that unlicensed
content on YouTube must be strictly
policed. Meanwhile in February,
Romain Grosjean was asked to take
down behind-the-scenes Facebook
Live content that had already

RICHARD CLARKE
reached a million views.
Given the road F1 has travelled in
order to become a global sporting
powerhouse it is understandable.
Many governing bodies have
applied the same policy and there
was support within the ranks.
“People blame Bernie for not moving
into social media,” Mercedes F1
team boss Toto Wolff said in summer
2014. “I don’t blame him at all
because he can’t monetise it. You
have TV stations and media partners
who pay you for exclusive content
so why do you want anything to
do with social media making it for
free? It doesn’t work. The only ones
who are winning in social media are
the gatekeepers - Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram you name it.”
Interestingly, the same article
suggested
that
small-screen
revenue had gone up despite a
dip in audience figures. With the
general trend of younger audiences

moving from TV to digital and social
platforms, perhaps F1 felt it had to
follow.
Therefore, in December 2014,
Ecclestone spoke again to Forbes and
it seems, somewhat begrudgingly,
had shifted his position. The plan
was to be “more active” on Twitter
then develop a presence on YouTube
and, once the legalities were sorted
out, Facebook.
By that time, Formula E was
four months into its inaugural
championship. From the start, it has
been the T20 to F1’s Test Match.
The circuits are predominantly in
city centres and the entire race takes
place in one day with two practice
sessions in the morning and a main
event in the afternoon. A race is
roughly 50 minutes long with one
mandatory pit-stop to change cars.
The big digital innovation is
Fanboost where supporters can give
their favorite driver an extra boost

of power by voting for them via
social media.
The Formula E home page has only
four stories supported by social
media tiles from racers and teams.
The focus is obvious.
Now this is not an old ways = bad,
new ways = good story. Formula E
could be merely a novelty and F1
has achieved its revered status for a
reason.
It is just that, in terms of millennials’
attention, F1 may not have been
fishing where the fish are.
But it does have clout, with a c if
not a K. According to the Forbes’s
list of the World’s Highest Paid
Athletes in 2015, motor racing
drivers were well represented –
Lewis Hamilton (15th), Fernando
Alonso (17), Sebastien Vettel (21),
Kimi Raikkonen (32).
Given that, having only two drivers in

PIC: Leap Of Faith: Damien Walters Backflip Over Speeding Formula E Car
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the top 200 athletes in the Facebook/
Twitter rankings - Hamilton (72),
Nico Rosberg (140) – smacks of
an acute underachievement. More
NASCAR drivers made the list.
It is worth pointing out that, with
the recent emphasis and its deep
historical roots, F1’s social channels
are many multiples of Formula E in
terms of follower numbers. This is
not a story of overnight revolution.
However
engagement
figures
would be much more illuminating if
they were public and given F1 only
started a channel 18 months ago it
is not surprising that Formula E are
most competitive on YouTube.
A recent clip of a gymnast
backflipping over a speeding race
car achieved 5 million views. F1’s
most popular video has 1 million.
So this is a story without a conclusion

and certainly, in a sporting context rights holders happy.
at least, UFC is a much more real
threat to boxing than Formula E is A balance is being struck.
to F1 right now.
Of course there is a better, more
However, for all the pre-mortems, holistic solution. A truly integrated
Floyd Mayweather and Manny content strategy, in which digital/
Pacquiao are pay-per-view athletes. social has equal importance and
Ironically enough, an exalted TV resources to its TV cousin. Better still
status that has propelled them to it is all just classed as ‚content‘. In
No 1 and No 2 in that Forbes Rich this scenario the incumbent could
List list.
support the existing revenue and
entice new audiences with a
Yet it is a familiar story of a new complimentary, not competitive,
pretender using digital/social to narrative.
muscle their way into a sporting
market while the incumbent takes But that is another story for another
the oil tanker route to similar day.
innovation arguing that TV partners
must be protected.
Some major governing bodies
have changed course in recent
years, opening up more content
on platforms while maintaining
enough exclusivity to keep the

Richard Clarke blogs at www.MrRichardClarke.com.
He is @MrRichardClarke on Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat
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FECKK

FAN EXPERIENCE
Fr. Jack Hackett was a character,
played by the late Frank Kelly,
from the popular Fr. Ted TV show.
Running for 25 episodes on Channel
4 in the late 1990’s, the show has
become a cult success. Fr. Jack was
a foul-mouthed priest with a thirst
for alcohol; and while he didn’t
coin it, the phrase “feck” became
synonymous with him.
While Feck is actually a term to
express annoyance or frustration,
FECKK, the Fan Engagement
Conference Kilkenny was anything
but. The inaugural event, held
in historic Butler House, was the
perfect mix of modern thinking in
a traditional setting and set about
establishing a fringe sporting event
around fan engagement.
The idea behind FECKK, the extra
K a nod to the host town, Kilkenny,
a medieval town in the South-East
of Ireland, was to bring the best
sports digital marketing, marketing
and fan engagement people into
one location to discuss the FAN
EXPERIENCE.
Fan Engagement is an industry
term. It is not something the
everyday supporter discusses on the
street; but just like pre 1995 people
didn’t think a comedy about priests
would work, the modern day fan
is becoming more and more aware
of their desire to experience more
when they attend an event.
For those that work in the sector,
Fan Engagement is about building
a strong relationship rather than
being viewed as a sales channel!

PIC: Twitter profile of the Fan Engagement Conference Kilkenny

While ultimate success is measured
by bums on seats and shirts on
backs, fan engagement is the
process of creating that by making
people remember.
Whether it is raw video footage
from behind the scenes at an event
to the ability to upgrade your seat
in a venue, the FECKK panellists
discussed openly their thoughts and
ideas on fan engagement.
Panellists on the day were from
a broad spectrum of sport. The
opening panel featured Mary
McGuire from Paralympic Ireland,
Jelmar Helmhout of UNIS Flyers and
advisor to SC Heerenveen and Geoff
Wilson from the Ulster Grand Prix.

The three focused on the need
to stand out from the crowd. For
Mary and Geoff, branding was a
key feature with the Paralympic
Ireland website a market leader and
the Ulster Grand Prix recognised
as the “fastest road race in the
world”. Jelmar meanwhile had an
interesting angle as he revealed the
collaborative efforts made by the
UNIS Flyers, an ICE hockey club, and
SC Heerenveen, a Dutch top flight
football team, to work together and
attract fans.
Live game streaming, cross-branding
and marketing opportunities has
increased the fan-base of both clubs
and led to an enhanced experience
for fans to expand their knowledge
base.
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FECKK
Result Sport’s Mario Leo offered the
full capacity crowd an insight in to
the world of digital at football clubs.
Emphasising the need for club’s to
measure their social engagement
and create content that is different
and has a goal was key to online
strategy. It was interesting to note
that content versus commercial
shifted from 80/20 in downtime to
70/30 around match-days as the
appetite for games increased.
Rob Harnett from Sport for business
took a novel approach to fan
engagement as he spoke about
the FAN and what they entail.
Showcasing memorabilia from
his own collection, Rob took the
unusual step, in the age of digital
anyway, of making people look
and engage with the person beside
them. For an event that trended

number 1 in Ireland on twitter with
#FECKK16, offering a hug to the
person beside you, on Rob’s kind
instruction, only added to the event.
It was refreshing and in keeping
with the relaxed tone of the day.
People from Hungary, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom, Germany,
Holland and Ireland travelled to
come to the event and witnessed
open, honest discussions on what
fan engagement meant.
The Industry sector and start-up
panel provided a different insight
from those involved with clubs.
Sportego’s own Colm O’Mealoid,
spoke about how gaming can play
a major role in helping clubs engage
with their fans.

PIC. Lively podium discussion with the speakers
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The afternoon session featured a
panel of big names with George
Harbourne from West Bromwich
Albion, Beth Reader, head of fan
engagement with the Worcester
Warriors and Barry Cunningham,
from the IRFU, focused on the
behind the scenes coverage and
also revealed insights into some of
the thoughts behind a transfer of a
player.
In what seemed like a homage to
the late Fr Jack/Frank Kelly, the event
finished with a whiskey and ale
tasting event where the discussion
continued. The Sports marketing
arena is a very congested space at
the moment with a number of high
profile events around the globe,
but as FECKK showed bigger is not
always better. Roll on #FECKK17.
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LAST BUT NOT LEAST

FC BAYERN DIGITAL
BROADCAST COUP
DIGITAL SPORTS MEDIA
MAY 2016
IMPRINT
DIGITAL SPORTS MEDIA:
This publication is dedicated to the
global Digital Sports Business.
This magazine is published
monthly (in German) and features
the overall evolution, interesting
applications, case studies, best practice
models, expert talks, used cases,
plus the overall
evolution and trends for
Digital Media in Sports.

The official TV broadcast on Bayrischer
Rundfunk (Bavarian TV) for the FC
Bayern “Double Championship”
celebration (league champion and
cup winner) on Marienplatz in Munich
was surprisingly cancelled.
The Bavarian public TV-channel BR
issued an official statement, which
explained, due to the financial
demand from FC Bayern, the channel
had no other choice, but to reject the
proposal and cancel the broadcast.
Apparently FC Bayern Munich
requested from BR half of the overall
cost for the celebrations, which was
estimated to be in total approximately
€300,000.- Euro. The BR share would
therefore have been an estimated
€150,000.- Euro. The TV-Channel did
not agree to those terms and rejected
the broadcast opportunity.
FC Bayern quickly made the necessary
preparations and decisions to

integrate its own infrastructure and
broadcasting environment to enable
its global digital fan base to participate
in the live celebrations in Munich.
Ultimately the club did broadcast or
better stream the event on YouTube
and through Facebook Live and other
social platforms, while in parallel the
club sold media snippets and content
pieces to other media platforms, such
as Sport1 & Bild.
This occurrence shows, clubs
on a global scale are more and
more becoming full media houses
themselves and do not rely on
traditional TV anymore. This is
a significant step towards the
digitalization of major sports entities.
Not only relevant for leagues, like
MLB, NHL in North America move
into this directions, it is clubs like SL
Benfica in Portugal or FC Bayern in
Germany who are trendsetters.

We denote the term ‚Digital Media‘ with
the entire mobile & wireless
communication, the various
social networking platforms and
the overall world wide web/ website
evolution.
The magazine is prepared in
close consideration of the pragmatical
approach in sports organizations and the
scientific teaching and is in sole
ownership published by RESULT Sports.

EDITORIAL
Mario Leo
Founder & General Manager
RESULT Sports

Hanna Kavalevich
Project Manager
RESULT Sports

SUBSCRIPTIONS
You can subscribe to this publication
on our website
www.result-sports.de, by sending an email to
magazin@result-sports.com.
For any other enquiries please contact us at
+49 (0)6042 5921742
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ADVERTORIAL

The leading specialist digital media & talent platform for the International Sports Industry
Dear Readers,
We are delighted that we will be able to offer a selection of very interesting
international jobs in cooperation with our partner GlobalSportsJobs.
For any questions please contact GlobalSportsJobs directly.
Philipp Ecker
+49 (0) 89 2109 3320 or pe@globalsportsjobs.com

HR Business Partner
UEFA
Nyon, Schweiz

Produktmanager Teilnehmermanagement
mika:timing GmbH
Bergisch Gladbach, Deutschland

Trainee Spielbetrieb
DSC 1898 Volleyball Gmbh
Dresden, Deutschland

APPLY NOW

APPLY NOW

APPLY NOW

Key Account Manager
sportego
Wien, Österreich

Brand Innovation Manager
PowerBar Europe GmbH
München, Deutschland

Teamleiter
Decathlon
verschiedene Orte, Deutschland

APPLY NOW

APPLY NOW

APPLY NOW

Register now and receive automatic
Jobs by Email.
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Do you want to publish a job?
Contact us now

